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Managing telephone number inventory is not only 
core to your business as a Communications Service 
Provider (CSP), it’s critical to expanding your identity 
and subscriber data initiatives. 

But it’s no easy feat. 

As your business grows to add new digital services and 
technologies, and automate service delivery, you need 
efficient ways to manage inventory—all while abiding by rules 
and regulations to avoid issues that can hinder your ability to  
get new numbers and comply with new STIR/SHAKEN standards. 

Talk about stressful.

Growth, 
Complexity, 
Compliance
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Signs That It’s 
Time to Rethink 
Your Approach 
to Number 
Inventory:
�   Are you assigning available numbers to 

new customers or ending up with dual 
assignment? 

�   Are you assigning disconnected numbers 
to new customers?

�   Are you aging numbers appropriately  
per industry guidelines?

�   Is required regulatory reporting and 
compliance an intense process?

�   � Do you have too many or too few 
available numbers?
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Don’t Sit Still (This Isn’t Meditation)
Given the challenges, it may be tempting to forestall making changes. But inertia can hinder 
your competitiveness and directly impact revenue.

Here’s how doing nothing can cost you:

�   Numbering errors erode customer trust and retention

�   Service activation issues delay billing and impact revenue

�   Slow, manual processes result in errors, rework, and resource strain

�    Repeated or unresolved issues lead to regulatory fines and penalties, including the denial 
of new numbers

In this light, taking a fresh look at managing number inventory makes sound financial sense 
and provides rapid and measurable return on investment.
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Five Steps to Number  
Inventory Nirvana
These five guiding principles are based  
on our extensive experience in working 
with number and provisioning professionals 
across hundreds of CSPs and handling 
billions of transactions in the United States. 
So, let’s get started.
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Consolidate 
and Simplify

Multiple resources managed by numerous teams contribute 
to data inaccuracies and discrepancies that negatively 
impact your customers and business. To alleviate that pain, 
consolidate your number resources into one database. Doing 
so creates a single source of truth that can be acted on 
reliably by your entire organization.

The benefits of data consolidation include:

�   Accurate reporting

�   Validate telephone number ownership

�    Maintain accurate telephone number status to combat 
illegal robocalls and caller ID spoofing

�    Improved forecasting for future usage of numbers

�   Efficient reporting for internal provisioning teams

�   Reduced errors

STEP 1
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Ease Your 
Burden

Once your data is consolidated, it’s time to get automated. 
In addition to reducing the mistakes caused by human error, 
automation:

�    Speeds the assignment and provisioning process for new 
customer real-time activations, generating additional 
revenue for your business

�    Brings consistency to processes, like number assignment, 
that’s rarely achieved manually

�    Helps maintain accurate number status to easily identify 
donation-eligible blocks, which when pulling and assigning 
new numbers, simplifies reporting and auditing down  
the road.

�    Allows you to work with number inventory data in near-real 
time for accurate and reliable decisions

STEP 2
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Integrate and 
Streamline

Part of the challenge of tracking number inventory is that 
numbers themselves can be moving targets. Local number 
portability (LNP) guidelines require CSPs to track and report  
on telephone numbers that have been ported out. 

Not surprisingly, this can get very complicated, especially 
when your number portability and number inventory systems 
don’t communicate with each other.

Integrating number portability and number inventory  
systems helps CSPs accurately track moving numbers, 
which leads to better number pooling practices and higher 
regulatory compliance.

STEP 3
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Shorten  
Your Path

For code and number administrators, simplifying the process 
of producing the semi-annual Number Resource Utilization/
Forecast (NRUF) reports for the North American Numbering 
Plan Administration (NANPA) is the Holy Grail. 

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) estimates that it 
takes CSPs 44.4 hours to complete each NRUF report for each 
service provider ID (SPID). Now imagine that process taking 
minutes rather than days or weeks.

Look for an automated NRUF reporting solution that can at 
the click of a button:

�    Correctly report on overlays, the multiple area codes 
assigned to the same geographical area

�   Validate that all resources are reported in the correct tabs 
on the NRUF report

�   Identify incomplete blocks and missing inventory

With automation, you can easily run your NRUF reports in 
advance to identify and resolve issues prior to submitting your 
final report and more accurately forecast future numbering 
resource needs based on historical trends. That benefits your 
business and provides more accurate information to NANPA.

STEP 4
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Be More 
Conscientious

The final step involves being more conscientious of your 
market utilization—through proactive monitoring. As the 
culminating result of taking steps one through four, this 
step enables your code and numbering administrators and 
provisioners to spend more time on activities that drive 
revenue and less time putting out fires.

Proactive tools and solutions that allow you to prevent  
issues from cropping up are:

�   Dashboards to view data in near-real time to visually 
identify when and where resources may need to  
be replenished

�   Notifications when inventory thresholds approach pre-
established warning levels

�   Trending data that can help you better predict future  
needs for numbering resources

Access to reliable, real-time information allows CSPs to 
manage their number inventory better and ensure that 
adequate inventory is available to meet market demand  
for a safe and secure customer experience.

STEP 5
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Right Numbers, Right 
Places, Right Time

NumeriTrack, the hosted number inventory 
solution by Neustar, a TransUnion company, 
incorporates all five best practices to ensure 
that you have the right amount of numbers  
in the right places at the right time. 

Our solution:

1.  Consolidates and validates telephone 
number databases

2.  Automates telephone number lifecycle 
processes

3.  Integrates with local number portability 
systems

4. Generates NRUF reports in minutes

5.  Provides analytics and visualization for 
proactive monitoring

What’s more, Neustar’s solution is entirely 
cloud-based, eliminating the need for on-
premise hardware and lifting any burden 
on your IT department of managing and 
maintaining additional software.
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Numbering Services from  
the Numbers Experts

Why look to Neustar for hosted number inventory 
management? Because no one understands managing 
telephone numbering resources and their role in the 
telecommunications ecosystem better than Neustar. 
Our professional services teams feature experienced 
IT professionals who average 20 years of experience  
in the telecom industry.

Fast implementation speeds your return  
on investment: 

�   No capital outlay

�   Carrier-grade application with high availability  
and disaster recovery

�   Included industry- and carrier-specific  
change management

�   Webservices and REST APIs for integration with 
existing systems



Neustar simplifies the complexity, eases the burden, and lowers the stress of managing  
your number inventory in the new digital era. Get on the path to Number Inventory Nirvana.

For more information, visit  
www.home.neustar/number-management/numeritrack.
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